DRIVERS' AGGRESSIVENESS TOWARDS CYCLISTS

Some car drivers perceive cyclists as an out-group, blame cyclists for difficulties they experience when interacting with them on the roads, and hold negative to hostile views of the

MORE POSITIVE ATTITUDES TOWARDS CYCLISTS ARE ASSOCIATED WITH LESS ROAD RULE KNOWLEDGE

NEGATIVE ATTITUDES TOWARDS CYCLISTS ARE MORE PRONOUNCED IN DRIVERS WHO ARE NOT CYCLISTS THAN DRIVERS WHO ARE ALSO CYCLISTS

The more common aggressive warnings from drivers towards cyclists are: cut up, verbally abuse, sound horn

CAMPAIGNS CAN FOCUS ON REDUCING NEGATIVE VIEWS ABOUT CYCLISTS IN DRIVERS, BY DE-EMPHASISING THEM AS AN OUT-GROUP OR INCREASING POSITIVE PERCEPTION OF CYCLISTS

MORE NEGATIVE ATTITUDES TOWARDS CYCLISTS IS ASSOCIATED WITH LESS ROAD RULE KNOWLEDGE

Young drivers and male drivers tend to show more aggressive behaviors towards cyclists

This one runs on money and makes you fat

This one runs on fat and saves you money
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